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Who is Mintel?

What you need, when you need it

Mintel is a leading global supplier of consumer, product and market intelligence. For 40 
years, Mintel has provided insight into key worldwide trends, offering exclusive data and 
analysis that directly impacts client success.
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Why watch the trends?

Some products buck the trend or break the mould 
and are really successful, but those are very rare

Most successful products rely on tangible insight 
into market and consumer trends
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How did we decide on these 10 trends?

Through conversations with our clients around the world, 
who are developing, launching, marketing new products 
every day

Through analysis of what’s really going on in the 
marketplace and in the minds of consumers, and through 
looking at thousands of new products…

Through an appreciation of what constitutes a meaningful 
trend versus a short-term fad

For today’s presentation: I’m going to talk through just 
some of the trends, but the rest of the trends are in the 
"back" of this presentation
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The 10 trends to keep in mind when developing new products

Weight loss evolves into hunger management

Everyone but consumers are focused on calories

Smuggling fruit & veg into the diet

Products for seniors are products for everyone

“Economy” = more than just low price

Private label ramps up innovation

Taking out the “fake”

“Green” isn’t just about recycling—it’s the whole supply chain

Flavors go experimental and experiential

Technology helps consumers “play” with their food
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The 5 trends I’ll talk about today

Weight loss evolves into hunger management

Everyone but consumers are focused on calories

Smuggling fruit & veg into the diet

Products for seniors are products for everyone

“Economy” = more than just low price

Private label ramps up innovation

Taking out the “fake”

“Green” isn’t just about recycling—it’s the whole supply chain

Flavors go experimental and experiential

Technology helps consumers “play” with their food
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Total US intros, across all categories, show some fluctuation over time

• Decline in 
food intros in 
2009 driven 
by the 
recession; all 
categories 
recovered and 
have stayed 
flat since 
2010

• Insight: 
Although new 
product intros 
have not 
increased, 
innovation 
has

Greatest variability has come in the Food group
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Meat & meals lead introductions Europe dominates introductions

Globally, meat & poultry introductions show small increases

51%

20%

18%

8%

3%

Meat & poultry introductions, 
by region, 2008-2012

Europe Asia Pacific
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US introductions led by meals, meat, and fish

• US introductions drop 
a bit after a high in 
2010; declines seen 
across all types of 
products

• Meals and meat 
products as always 
drive overall 
introductions; note 
that poultry and pizza 
have remained steady 
over time

• Insight: Each 
segment is about the 
same percent of total 
every year

Introductions show some rebound after 2009; fish intros most affected
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Consumers are concerned about health and food safety

58%

Are 
concerned 
about food 

safety 
regarding 
beef and 

pork

66%

Say that 
some 

brands of 
meat and 

poultry are 
more 

trustworthy 
than others

68%

Say they 
are eating 
less red 
meat 

because 
they are 
eating 

healthier

74%

Say they 
eat fish 
because 

they think 
it is good 
for them

Source: Mintel
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Weight loss evolves into hunger management

• Consumers know they need to attend to their weight, but they 
struggle

• Companies are offering more products to help them

• What it means for the meat and poultry industry:

• Although some consumers shun red meat for health reasons, 
there are many good-for-you options for consumers

• Do you tell your health story in the best possible way to meet 
consumers’ desires?
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But companies are trying to help

Consumers are contradictory and perhaps confused

The data bears out 
that confusion:

• 92% of consumers 
say that living a 
healthy life is all 
about moderation

• However, obesity 
rates continue to rise

• And 70% of US 
consumers say they 
would like to lose 
weight (although 
only 25% say they 
are currently dieting) World Nut’s Corpore Diet WN 

Yogurt Flavoured Satiating Bars, 
Spain, made with glucomannan

for satiety

Kirin’s Mets Zero Cola 
Drink, Japan, made with 
indigestible dextrin to 
reduce fat absorption

Source: Mintel
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One way companies try to help: Talk about satiety
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Product introductions making specific 

claims, USA, 2008-2012

High Protein High Satiety High/Added Fiber

• Simple labels and 
statements can help 
consumers make wise 
choices

• Companies respond: 
the increases in these 
claims are significant

• Growth 2008-2011:

• Fiber: +30%

• High protein +50%

• High satiety +117%

• Insight: If you aren’t 
talking satiety, you 
should be

Although few make the claims, those claims are growing

Source: Mintel
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What we see in meat & poultry

Nestlé’s Lean Cuisine 
Salad Additions 
Southwest-Style 

Chicken, USA

Kellogg's Special K 
Ham, Egg & Pepper Jack 
Cheese Flatbread, USA

Brand name and 
formulation tell the 
health story clearly

Consumers just add 
lettuce for a healthful 

DIY meal

Lower calories, less fat 
than popular restaurant 

choice

Less calories and 
fat

More than a weight 
loss meal

Fiber + protein

Perdue Simply Smart 
Breaded Chicken Breast 

Tenders, USA
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How to capitalize on this trend

Tell consumers how what you make will 
help them feel fuller for longer—focus on 
the positives of your message

Products with fiber and protein, plus 
those making high satiety claims, have 
skyrocketed in recent years 

More flavorful food can help compensate 
for reduced levels of fat and sodium

Positives, 
not 

negatives

Focus on 
satiety

Amp up the 
flavor

Baxters Stay Full 
soup, UK

Special K 
Satisfaction cereal, 

Canada
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Private label ramps up innovation

• PL is growing and growing, and it is getting more and more 
sophisticated

• Are you going to win from it or lose to it? How do you capitalize on 
it or counter the threat?

• What it means for meat & poultry:

• If you make branded products: Remember that your competition 
comes from everywhere, especially retailers today

• If you are a retailer: Continue to learn from what branded 
products do
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•Sales have 
experienced 
uninterrupted growth 
between 2006 and 
2011

PL sales up

•PL has a greater 
share in many 
markets

Learn from 
abroad

•PL is not going away, 
and it is one of your 
biggest competitors

Insight:

Private label is growing, across most markets and categories
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Carrefour’s Selection 
Ecuador Extra Dark 
Chocolate,  France

H-E-B’s Central Market 
Sweet Potato Tortilla Chips, 

USA

Choka Blok Billionaires 
Shortcake Ice Cream, UK, a 

TESCO brand

Private label is increasingly sophisticated

Products are increasingly sophisticated, and offer “value with 
values” for consumers. Do you?

Premium attributes at 
a value price

Something completely 
different

Consumers can’t tell 
it’s private label

http://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/gnpd/images/newzoom&id=1583001&pic_num=0&destWidth=400&destHeight=400&origWidth=400&origHeight=400
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Walgreens’ Nice! Sliced 
Pepperoni

Trader Joe's Prime Rib 
of Beef, USA, fully 

cooked and seasoned

Kroger’s Simple Truth 
Organic Ground Beef 

In meat & poultry, private label offerings get more sophisticated

For some products, it’s harder to tell if it’s branded or private 
label; with others, new competitors emerge

New outlets create 
new competition

Just as good as the 
major brands

PL organics offer 
choice to consumers
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Capitalize on this trend? Or counter it?

• PL will launch new ‘brands’

• After the recession, PL won’t go away…

• PL can capitalize in particular on “local” 

• PL will always struggle in luxury but there is more scope for its 
development

• PL strength is in “good, better, best”; brands need to offer the same

• Successful brands need to live their values

• Be disruptive and cool—social media makes it easier to touch younger 
consumers

Capitalize on it Counter it
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Taking out the “fake”

• Simple messages work best for consumers

• They think “natural” is “healthy”

• Look to clean labels, expressions of natural goodness

• What it means for meat & poultry:

• You already have a good “natural” message—do you tell it in the 
very best way?

• Focus on simple, easy-to-convey values
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On one level it’s as simple as additive-free

• This simple 
message tells 
the “natural” 
story perhaps 
most clearly

• Insight: The 
way you tell 
consumers 
about the 
“real” values 
in your 
products must 
be clear and 
basic

Not surprisingly, the UK leads, but China and Mexico show increases
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Consumers see “natural” as something different than you might

For US consumers, “all natural” often means “healthy”

0% 10%20%30%40%50%60%70%

It’s worth paying more for 
natural products for some types 

of items, but not for others

When I see products labeled as 
“all-natural”, I think it’s healthy

I believe labels that claim 
products are “all-natural”

Attitudes toward natural claims, USA• It should be 
noted that 
consumers 
may say they 
will pay more 
for some 
natural 
products, but 
that this 
intent does 
not always 
translate to 
purchase

Source: Mintel
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Danone’s Activia Pur, Germany 
and Yoplait’s Simply 6, USA

Growth of clean labeling: Natural = pure = premium

Activia Pur:

• “Three ingredients, nothing else”

• Ingredients statement: Yogurt, fruit, 
raw cane sugar

• Cumulative sales of €5m since launch 
July 2011, across four flavours

• Retails at about 20% more than 
other Activia yogurts

Yoplait Simply 6:

• “Yogurt crafted with just 6 natural 
ingredients”

• Ingredients: Cultured milk, white 
sugar, strawberry, corn starch, 
natural flavouring substance, 
vegetable-based color

• Sold in Sam’s Club, also at about a 
20% premium over regular Yoplait
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Heinz’s First Harvest 
Tomato Ketchup, Europe, in 

numbered bottles 

Tate & Lyle’s Light at Heart 
sugar-stevia blend, UK

Kraft’s MilkBite milk & 
granola bars, USA

Many expressions of natural goodness in the marketplace

“Natural goodness” means many things, but for success, focus 
on simple, easy-to-communicate values

Fruit from the “first 
harvest”

Blending natural 
sweeteners together

Bar + milk + 
refrigeration = natural 

goodness
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For meat & poultry, provide all the good messages you have

All natural, wild caught, 
premium attributes

Tying in with latest 
consumer demands

The Happy Egg Co. Large Grade A 
Brown Free Range Eggs, USA, 

launched in California to celebrate 
cage-free egg law

Orca Bay Teriyaki Style Ahi Tuna 
Seafood Burgers, USA

What’s more natural than most meat, poultry, seafood, and egg 
products? 
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“Green” isn’t just about recycling—it’s the whole supply chain

• It may seem as if all we think about is package recycling, but this 
trend is so much more

• Help consumers feel good about your products by offering “green” 
benefits across the spectrum

• What it means for meat & poultry:

• This is complex and confusing for consumers, so education is key

• Communicate your stewardship initiatives
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Environmental issues appear to be almost all about recycling
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New product introductions with ethical & 
environmental claims, USA, 2008-August 2012

Eco-Friendly Package
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Eco-Friendly Product

Ethical - Human

Ethical - Animal

• Eco-friendly packaging 
dominates among 
claims, as companies 
focus on the obvious

• But other types of 
claims have perhaps 
stronger or more 
“active” benefits

• Insight: Future 
activity is likely to look 
more toward 
communicating more 
meaningful values

But there’s much more to it than that . . . 

Source: Mintel
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One approach: Packaging that goes beyond recyclability

Less packaging Compostability

Kraft’s Trident Splash Strawberry with 
Kiwi Flavoured Gum, CanadaCasino’s Family Biscuit Assortment, France

Offer a simple package end of life solution: Green claims don’t 
make (mainstream) consumers buy a product
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Communicate meaningful values

Another approach: Greening the supply chain

Remember who 
you’re targeting: 

• Green claims often 
appeal only to "dark 
green" consumers, 
not mainstream 
consumers

How to capitalize on 
this trend: 
Communicate 
meaningful values

• Support local 
farmers/industry, and 
reduced transport, 
reduced CO2

• And don't forget the 
emotional appeal

Contessa World Cuisine 
Sesame Chicken , USA, 
made in a LEED-certified 
plant

Sahale Snacks Premium 
Blend Maple Pecans, USA, 
made in a plant that uses 

100% wind power

Unilever’s Colman's 
sauce mixes, UK, made 

with seasonally 
harvested 

vegetables, plus 
sponsorship of a 

sustainable farming 
program
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Flavors go experimental and experiential 

• Consumers like to play with their food, and that includes flavor

• They will experiment, but within limits

• There’s plenty of room for new flavor ideas, from familiar to radical

• What it means for meat & poultry:

• Experiment!
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US consumers influenced by restaurants, friends for ethnic foods

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

I saw these foods at a

restaurant and decided to try

them

Through a friend

I saw these foods at the store
and decided to try them

Through a relative

Through my spouse/partner

Drivers for ethnic food use, USA, top 

responses
• About 25% of US 

cooking enthusiasts 
say that cooking gives 
them a way to explore 
foods eaten in other 
cultures

• Two thirds say the 
most important ethnic 
food characteristic is 
that it has authentic 
or traditional flavors 
or forms

• Insight: Marry the 
familiar with the 
exotic

They also experiment with what they find in stores

Source: Mintel
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Flavors infinitely variable, but driven by local: Pizza tells the story

Pizza, clearly, is driven by local 
taste preferences

What people call the “perfect 
pizza” (an informal Mintel poll):

•“Pan or stuffed” OR “must be thin”

•Lots of cheese

•Simple, just a few ingredients

•Home Run Inn

•My local pizza place

•The pizza I make at home

Companies respond with the 
most wonderful assortment of 
ingredients!

•Baked beans (UK)

•Mackerel (Singapore)

•Biscuits & gravy (USA)

•Sausage & chips (Italy)

Learnings:

•Flavor combinations are infinitely variable

•Beauty (or good taste) truly is in the eye of 
the beholder

•People want to experiment!

Baked 
beans, UK

Biscuits & 
Gravy, USA

Wood fired, 
mozzarella, 

UK

Smoked Salmon 
& Spinach, 
Germany

Sausage & 
Chips, Italy

Mackerel, 
Singapore
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What we see in meat & poultry

StarKist Tuna Creations 
Sweet & Spicy Tuna, 

USA

American Pride 
Seafoods Macadamia 

Nut Crusted Mahi-Mahi 
Fillets, USA

Caribbean Food Delights 
Jamaican Style Spicy 

Beef Patties, USA

Flavor combinations Unique ingredients Ethnic inspiration
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How to capitalize on flavor trends

Ballreich’s 
Flavor Your 
Own potato 
chips, USA

Lindt’s Excellence 
Dark Chocolate 
Bar with a Touch 
of Wasabi 

Kraft’s Oscar Mayer Pulled Pork, 
USA, for consumers to flavor as 

they choose

Journey Bar 
Parmesan 
Romano Baked 
Wholegrain 
Travel Bar, USA

Bean and Body’s 
Coconut Coffee, 
USA

Play with your food (and 
flavor)

Trendy flavor profile
Sometimes unflavored is 

best

Breakthrough concept Familiar but not

• Look to foodservice, 
niche markets for 
ideas

• Move flavor ideas from 
one country to another

• Borrow flavors from 
other categories
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Final thoughts for meat & poultry

• Challenge: Overcoming the perceived negatives to focus on the 
importance of animal-based protein

• Opportunity: Protein snacks, on-the-go foods

What you offer consumers is one of the major 
building blocks of healthful eating

• Challenge: Conveying benefits of animal protein in clear, 
compelling, easy-to-understand ways

• Opportunity: Focus on the easy-to-understand ingredient 
statement and nutritional information (e.g. “it’s just chicken!”)

Consumers seek simple messages, and often 
don’t understand nutrition and science

• Challenge: Sometimes too exotic can be a barrier

• Opportunity: Pair the familiar with the unexpected

Consumers crave flavor experimentation
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It boils down to these key points:

Technology means 
connectivity

Know that powerful private 
label is here to stay

The food world has gone 
local

Focus on the positives
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Additional trends
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Everyone but consumers are focused on calories

• Is it time to take another look at how you talk about calories?

• Consumers are less focused on calories than government and 
companies

• How can the two meet?
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Consumers look at calories and nutrition differently than you do

ConAgra Foods’ Healthy Choice Greek 
frozen yogurt, USA

• 100 calories per serving

• 4g protein per serving

• On market about 8 weeks, average 
weekly sales of about $125,000

474.07
393.96 421.39

461.11 486.51
525.54 547.91

All 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

Calorie perceptions for healthy meals, 
US, by age

What matters more to 
consumers than calories 
are high-in attributes:

•High in 
vits/mins

65%

•High in fiber65%

•Wholegrain65%

•High in 
protein

63%

•Low sodium54%

•Low calorie49%

Source: Mintel
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How to capitalize on this trend

Strategies to 
consider: 

• Calorie restriction = 
dieting, which can be 
seen as a negative

• Look to fat and sugar  
reduction as more 
inclusive messages

• Emphasize what is in 
the product (the 
positive attributes)

• Work with indulgence 
attributes, but in 
smaller portion sizes

Focus on the positives, not on the negatives, 
and enable consumers to have a small treat

Anco’s Il Villaggio cheese 
snack bites (in Parmesan 
and Brie), USA, in 0.7-oz. 
individual portions of 80 
calories

NibMor Daily Dose of Dark 
Dark Chocolate, USA, in a 
0.35-oz. size, positioned 
as “the perfect amount of 

chocolate!”

Hershey’s KitKat Snack 
Box, USA, with 24 0.49-

oz. bars that are 70 
calories each
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“Economy” = more than just low price

• Economy positioning has been largely about low price

• But there’s been a shift in thinking, as companies find new ways of 
addressing the issue

• And the ideas can come from unexpected places
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Approaches to economy exhibit a shift in thinking

Old thinking: Bigger 
packs and offers

Shift in thinking: 
Affordability

Where affordability 
ideas come from

General Mills’ Pillsbury 
Toaster Strudel, USA, in 
a value size and an offer 

for free orange juice

Heinz Tomato Ketchup, 
USA, in a 10-oz. stand-
up pouch that retails for 

99 cents

"Most of you are 
under the frame of 
reference that the 
emerging markets 
benefit from things 
brought from the 

developed world. I 
got news for you. It's 

going to work in 
reverse much better 

going forward.“

Heinz Chief Executive, 
William Johnson
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Only 7-9 “simple, natural 
ingredients”

Affordability extends to the product formulation as well

Dannon Pure yogurt, USA

Rethink the format, but stay close 
to brand’s values

Coca-Cola’s Fanta Fun Taste Fruity 
Orange Flavour Drink Powder, India

http://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/gnpd/images/newzoom&id=1735264&pic_num=0&destWidth=400&destHeight=400&origWidth=400&origHeight=400
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Smuggling fruit & veg into the diet

• While sales of fruits and vegetables is on the rise, US consumers 
don’t eat the recommended daily amounts

• Thus, we see companies “smuggling” in that fruit and veg, and not 
just for kids 
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We don’t eat enough of our fruits and vegetables

Fruit & vegetables, a $100 billion market, and 
growing But US 

consumers are 
falling short:

•Typically do not 
eat more than 2 
vegetable 
servings a day

63%

•Typically eat 
one or two 
servings of fruit 
per day

64%

•Typically don’t 
eat fruit14%
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Market value of fruit and vegetables, USA

Fresh fruit $million

Processed fruit $million

Fresh vegetables $million

Processed vegetables $million

Source: Mintel
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One approach to the issue: Just include it, don’t flag up the nutrition

• The focus is less 
about fruit and veg 
and more about 
inherent goodness 
and taste

• Insight: This 
approach works well 
for some product 
categories, and 
definitely for products 
for teens and kids

Some companies add in the fruit and veg, but don’t make a big deal about it

Pillsbury’s Green Giant Carrot 
Crisps, USA, made with dried 

carrot slices and sea salt

Giovanni Rana Gioiaverde 
Fresh Ravioli with 

Broccoli, Italy, positioned 
as an easy way to feed 

children more vegetables

Campbell Soup’s V8 
V-Fusion Sparkling, 
USA, with 50% juice
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A second approach: A more overt message on pack

• Two approaches work 
here:

• “Hidden veg” labelling 
on kids products

• Mention of containing 
more vegetables on 
front of pack, for 
appeal to kids and 
adults

• Insight: This 
approach may be 
best for products that 
the family (e.g. kids) 
don’t see IN the 
package

“Hidden veg” on front of pack may only have strong appeal to parents

Schwan’s Freschetta 
Brick Oven 

Portabella Mushroom 
& Spinach Pizza, 

USA, with 25% more 
vegetables

Tesco’s Goodness Pasta 
Sauce with Hidden 
Vegetables, UK

Simplot’s Leggo's 
Hidden Veg Bolognese 
with Hidden Carrots & 
Spinach, Australia
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Products for seniors are products for everyone

• Yes, we know. Baby Boomers are getting older and are now seniors

• And you know how we keep talking about products for this age 
group

• But isn’t it time?

• Think about it this way: The benefits for seniors are ones that 
benefit everyone 
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Packaging appropriate for seniors benefits everyone

85%

• Of US consumers 
age 65+ say easy-
to-open is an 
important feature 
in beverage 
packaging

Insight:

• Older consumers 
want something 
that is largely 
missing in the 
market Individual portions Easy-open lid

Easy to use package
Easy-open tab, easy 

resealability

New World’s 
Pasta 
Portions 
boil-in-bag 
pasta, USA

Maggi Moment Mahl Tomato 
Cream Soup, Germany Kraft Foods’ Oreo cookies, USA

Duerr’s 
Organic 
Strawberry 
Spread, UK, 
with an Orbit 
easy-open cap

Source: Mintel
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And seniors look for the same health attributes as everyone else

• Seniors, especially 
Boomers, overindex a 
bit on the health 
attributes they seek 
in products, 
especially fiber, 
sodium, and 
wholegrains

• Insight: Their needs 
are not that different 
from everyone else’s

• Whether you position 
products specifically 
for them may depend 
on the product

Therefore, many of the products you have may be appropriate for this market

Assure Food & Beverage’s 
Active Boomers On-The-Go 
drink For Body, USA, a low-

calorie drink with added fiber 

Yoplait Calin+ Vanilla 
Flavoured Yogurt, France, 
fortified with calcium, 
vitamin D, and protein, 
and recommended for 
women 55+
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Technology helps consumers “play” with their food

• Consumers have more ways than ever to connect with you, often 
via their mobile devices

• But there is so much more than simply offering coupons and 
contests . . . 
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Why it’s important: We live our lives on the go

Of meals and 
snacks in the 
US are eaten 
in the car 

19%

Thus, our mobile devices become more important than ever

Peapod’s virtual grocery store in one of the 
CTA tunnels, Chicago

Dick Smith Foods’ 
Magnificent Australian 
Raspberry Preserves, 

Australia

QR code links to 
details on where 
the raspberries 

were grown

• Americans own a smartphone

80 million

Source: Mintel
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But there are more low-tech ways to connect to consumers

MillerCoors’ Keystone 
Light beer, USA; the box 

becomes a game

Wichcraft Romesco 
Sauce, USA, from a top 

NYC restaurant

Borden shredded 
cheese, US and Mexico

Product as 
plaything

“Local” as a way to 
connect

“Meet the farmer”
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Marrying the two approaches can yield success

Use QR codes and mobile apps to do 
more than link to a corporate site

Instead, use mobile tech to tell a 
low-tech story or to be truly fun

Connect to farm and field, provide 
food safety info, enhance sharing

UHA Mikakuto Puccho World AKB48 Gummy 
Candies, Japan, offering a texted “today’s 

fortune” from AKB48, a pop group

Anheuser Busch’s Budweiser Select 55 Premium 
Beer, USA, with a QR code that links to “the best 

events and activities” 


